Objectives of the Reading Programme.
★ Map Reading age of a child to ZPD of a book.
★ Build a classroom library.
★ Create reading habit.
★ Monitor improvement through Progress Report connect parents, teacher & student in the same platform.
★ Decrease the gap between Reading & Learning by
increasing their Reading Age level.

ACTION PLAN

ACCELERATED READING PROGRAMME

Diagnostic Test
Measure your Reading Age level & ZPD range

Welcome Kit & Class Room Library
Receive books in your ZPD with instructions

Read a book

Take a Quiz, earn points and become a STAR READER

Diagnostic Term Test

Re-measure your Reading Age & progress

International Certificate
At the end of the academic year

For more details contact your school:

80 Countries
18 MILLION STUDENTS
73 MILLION ASSESSMENTS

www.ebek.in

What
is the
Reading Age
of your
child ?

What is

Renaissance is the leader in pre- K-12 learning analytics –
enabling teachers, curriculum creators and educators to drive
phenomenal student growth.
Our solutions help educators analyze, customize and plan
personalized learning paths for students, allowing time for
what matters – creating energizing learning experiences in the
classroom.
Founded by parents, upheld by educators and enriched by data
scientists, Renaissance knows that learning is a continual
journey – from year to year, and for a lifetime.

 For over 30 years, Renaissance has been dedicated to
educator and student success.
 Renaissance solutions are used in 80 countries around
the world.
 Approximately 18 million students worldwide use
Renaissance solutions.
 In the 2016-17 school year, 73 million Star Assessments
were completed.
 Renaissance solutions helped educators save 33
million instructional hours during the 2016-17 school
year.

?

is an International Accelerated Reading
Development Programme that improves the reading age
levels of students from grade 2 - 12. This program helps
improve the reading and understanding ability of the
students which in turn helps them understand any subject
they put their mind to.
In the advent of this digital age, over-reliance on electronic
gadgets and e-learning is inevitable. Although it is a powerful
tool, depending solely on it can make learning less personal,
less engaging and in the process less effective.
pivots around cultivating traditional book
reading habit, a pleasurable activity. We believe in every
child’s unique reading ability and alongside Renaissance’s
monitoring methods we customize this program to suit
each and every child and therefore enhancing their
communication and lexical competency.

Problems faced in developing reading skills
★ Do you know the Reading Age level of your child?
★ Do you know the right ZPD (Zone of Proximal Development)
level for your child?
★ Is your child reading the right level of books based on their
ZPD level?
★ Do you want to improve the communication skills of your
child?

